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Abstract: This study deals with an interweave cognitive-radio (CR) system, where an uplink orthogonal frequency-division
multiple access system is considered for the primary users (PUs). Our purpose is to estimate the PU carrier frequency
offsets (PU-CFOs) as well as the channels to estimate the transmitted symbols. However, in wideband wireless
communications, the PU received-signal spectrum usually exhibits a localised fading because of the multipath
propagation channel. When the PU faded frequencies are used by the CR system, the PU system is contaminated by a
CR narrowband interference (CR-NBI). In that case, if a Kalman filter (KF)-based approach is used for the estimations of
the CFOs and the channels, the state-space representation does not necessarily take into account the CR-NBI; this
hence has a negative impact on the algorithm performance. Therefore the authors propose to make this solution more
robust to the CR-NBI by detecting when it appears and disappears to avoid using the data disturbed by the CR-NBI.
The authors’ contribution is to assume that the CR-NBI is because of the transmission of contiguous blocks and to
propose various criteria based on the covariance matrix of the KF innovation.

1

Introduction

A great deal of interest has been paid to cognitive-radio (CR) system
to solve the frequency spectrum scarcity [1]. Unlike a conventional
wireless system that employs static spectrum access, one of the
main features of a CR system is to adjust the transmission
parameters, such as the transmission and reception bandwidths.
More speciﬁcally, in interweave CR systems, spectrum sensing
allows the CR system to detect the presence in frequency of a
primary user (PU) system [2]. By using spectrum sensing, the CR
system is able to transmit over the same frequency band of the PU
without interfering with it. Nevertheless, because of the channel
fading, the CR system cannot guarantee an accurate PU detection.
In that case, the CR system produces a narrow-band interference
(NBI) over the shared frequency band [2–5]. As the PU system is
not designed to manage the interference produced by the CR
system, it is necessary to improve the PU detection. One solution
could be to use cooperative spectrum sensing [2, 6]. However,
because of the dynamic nature over time of the PU, the CR system
cannot perform a perfect sensing. Thus, there is non-zero
probability that a residual NBI produced by the CR system affects
the PU transmission [2, 7–9]. As the carrier frequency offset
(CFO) [Let us recall that the CFO may be produced by the relative
motion between the transmitter and the receiver, and because of
the difference between the frequency carrier of each local
oscillator.] and the channel impulse response are no longer
accurately estimated, the bit error rate increases. Therefore to
estimate the above quantities, one has to design robust receivers
that can determine when the NBI appears and disappears.
The NBI detection has been widely studied [7, 10]. Thus, Tao
et al., [7] propose to use two identical pilot blocks to detect an
NBI localised in time. After passing through the propagation
channel, the duplicated parts should remain identical.
Nevertheless, this is not true because of the NBI. Taking into
account this phenomenon, Tao et al. suggest subtracting the two
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pilot
blocks
to
detect
the
contribution
of
the
noise-plus-interference. In [10], by using an algorithm based on a
differentiation in frequency direction and the median ﬁlter, Broetje
et al. analyse the variance of the received symbols to determine
the frequency position of the NBI. However, a previous CFO
estimation/correction is required to apply the above methods.
Various methods [11, 12] have been proposed in the literature to
estimate the CFO. Although they are reliable when the signal is
affected by the channel and an additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN), they are not robust to NBI. In [8], the authors estimate
the CFO by assuming that there is an interference. For this
purpose, the CFO and the NBI power produced by a CR system
are estimated by using a symmetric OFDM symbol. Nevertheless,
as a grid search approach over the possible values of the CFO is
considered, the computational cost is high.
When an NBI induced by the CR system appears and disappears
during the PU-CFO estimation, the corresponding state-space model
describing the PU system evolves over time. For this reason,
discrete-time Markov jump linear systems can be considered and
one can design on-line Bayesian algorithms to estimate the CFO.
More particularly, Kalman ﬁlters or particle ﬁlter can be combined
in an interacting multiple model algorithm [13]. Nevertheless, a
priori information such as the interference power that may vary in
time would be required. In addition, the transition probabilities
between the various states should be deﬁned, which is not
necessary an easy task. An alternative would be to estimate the
transition-probability matrix (TPM) which stores the transition
probabilities. In [14], four Bayesian algorithms are presented.
Among them, the numerical integration method consists of
assuming that the TPM is expressed by a weighted sum of
predeﬁned matrices. Then, the weights are sequentially estimated.
Nevertheless, this method increases the whole computational cost.
Therefore in [9] we consider a PU orthogonal frequency-division
multiple access (OFDMA) and suggest estimating the PU-CFO and
the channels by means of SPKF by only considering the PU data that
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are not corrupted by the CR-NBI. To detect the corrupted ones, the a
posteriori observation estimation error is computed. Then, it is used
in a binary hypothesis test (BHT) or in a variant of the cumulative
sum (CUSUM) to determine when the covariance matrix of the
measurement noise varies. Note that variants of both tests,
depending on some parameters to be tuned by the practitioner, are
also proposed to improve the detection performance.
However, in the scenario studied in [9], the information sent by
the CR is modelled by a single OFDM symbol. For this reason,
our contributions in this paper are the following: (1) We propose a
more realistic assumption concerning the CR system. Instead of
one OFDM symbol, it now transmits several contiguous OFDM
symbols. As this new case changes much the expression of the
CR-NBI, we ﬁrst give some details to derive it. (2) We analyse the
relevance of the approaches we proposed in [9] with this new
scenario by studying the accuracies of the CFO and channel
estimations. Various simulations are also run to determine how to
set the tuning parameters.
The rest of the paper is organised in the following way. Section 2
deals with PU and CR system models. The new expression of the
CR-NBI is given. The estimation and detection methods are
presented in Section 3. Finally, the simulation results and
comments are given in Section 4 whereas conclusions and
perspectives are drawn in Section 5.
In the following, (.)H and (.)T denote the Hermitian and
transposition operations, respectively. In addition, Re{.} and Im{.}
are the real and the imaginary parts of {.}, respectively; IL is the
identity matrix of size L, tr{.} the trace of {.}, ||{.}|| the
Euclidean norm of {.}, ⌊.⌋ the ﬂoor of {.} and ⌈.⌉ the ceil of {.}.

The PU-system channel impulse response is deﬁned as follows


pu
pu
pu
pu
hpu
(1)
u = hu,0 , hu,1 , . . . , hu,l , . . . , hu,Lpu −1
u

where for any l∈{0, 1, …, L },
distribution with variance
pu

s2h

1
= pu ,
L

hpu
u,l

has a zero-mean Gaussian


Lpu
u

Dtpu
u
=
T pu



is the maximum length of the channel impulse response and Dtpu
u is
the channel delay spread.
To help the reader, the PU-system parameters are summarised in
Table 1.
Owing to the propagation and the local oscillator mismatches, the
received signal is affected by time offset and CFO. In the following,
the time alignment process is assumed to be done and all the users are
time synchronised. To avoid the interference between two adjacent
PU-OFDMA symbols, a sufﬁciently long cyclic preﬁx (CP) is chosen
 pu 
Dtu
Ncp . max
u
T pu
Then, the nth sample of the mth PU-OFDMA received symbol after
time synchronisation and CP removal can be written as follows [12]
Ru (n) = ej2p(eu n/K

pu

)

pu
K
−1

pu
Su,m
(k)Hupu (k) ej2p(kn/K

pu

)

(2)

k pu =0

where
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pu

System description

Hupu (k) =

cr

In the following, we suggest studying a CR-OFDM system with K
subcarriers distributed over a bandwidth W cr. Concerning the uplink
PU-OFDMA system, the data are transmitted over a bandwidth W pu
= αW cr divided in K pu ≤ K cr subcarriers, with 0 < α < (K pu/K cr) ≤ 1.
In addition, the available bandwidth W pu is shared by U
independent users that transmit to a single base station (BS).
2.1

−j2p(lk/K
hpu
u,l e

pu

)

l=0

is the channel frequency response associated to the kth subcarrier,
n∈{0, …, K pu − 1} and ɛu is the normalised PU-CFO.
To end up this section, let us introduce two row vectors. The ﬁrst
one stores the normalised PU-CFOs while the second contains the
PU-system channel impulse responses of each user

About the PU-OFDMA system

Let us associate the subscript u to the uth user in the PU-OFDMA
pu
(k) which is
system, with u∈{1, …, U}. Then, let us introduce Su,m
the emitted PU symbol, namely a PSK or QAM symbol with a
symbol duration T pu at the kth subcarrier associated to the mth
PU-OFDMA symbol, where m∈{0, 1, …, M pu} and M pu is the
number of emitted PU-OFDMA symbols in one PU-OFDMA
frame. Each PU-OFDMA symbol is composed of K pu symbols
pu
pu
= K pu T pu . In addition, Su,m
(k) = 0 if the
and has a duration Tofdma
kth subcarrier is not assigned to the uth user.

L
u −1

e = e1 , e2 , . . . , eu , . . . , eU
pu
pu
pu
h = hpu
1 , h2 , . . . , hu , . . . , hU
pu

2.2

About the CR-OFDM system

The CR system consists of several CRs that sense the frequency
spectrum during a period t. They report their sensing results to a
cognitive BS that takes the decision of the spectrum occupancy
[15, 16]. This process is repeated every CR-OFDM symbol of the
transmitted CR-OFDM frame.

Table 1 PU and CR system parameters for theuth user with 0 < α < (K pu/K cr) ≤ 1
Description
emitted signal information

channel information

bandwidth
symbol (M-QPSK, M-QAM) duration
number of subcarriers
number of emitted OFDM symbols
sample index
subcarrier index
OFDM emitted symbol index
emitted symbol
OFDMA symbol duration
CP size
sensing time duration
channel delay spread
channel impulse response index
coefficient of the channel impulse response
maximum length of the channel impulse response
channel frequency response

PU parameter

CR parameter

W pu
T pu = (1/W pu)
K pu
M pu
n∈{0, …, K pu − 1}
k∈{0, …, K pu − 1}
m∈{0, …, M pu − 1}
pu
(k)
Su,m
pu
= K pu T pu
Tofdma
Ncp
0
Dtpu
u
l [ {0, . . . , Lpu
u − 1}
pu
hu,l
pu
Lu
Hupu (k)

W cr = (W pu/α)
T cr = (1/W cr) = αT pu
K cr
M cr
k′∈{0, …, K cr − 1}
m′∈{0, …, M cr − 1}
cr
′
Sm
′ (k )
cr
Tofdm
= K cr T cr
0
t
Δt cr
l′∈{0, …, L cr − 1}
hcr
l′
L cr
cr
H (k′)
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detection (see Fig. 1) can be rewritten as follows
pu
+ tb + nT pu )
Zm′ (n) = Zm′ ((m + 1)Ncp T pu + mTofdma

(6)

It should be noted that tb is the time when the CR-NBI begins. See
Fig. 2
Zm′ (n) =
cr
L
−1

l′ =0

Fig. 1 PU and CR system spectrum

=

PUA and PUB denote the frequency bands used by other PUs

hcr
l′

cr
L
−1

l ′ =0

cr
K
−1

k ′ =0

hcr
l′

Smcr′ (k ′ )ej2p fk ′ ((m+1)Ncp T

cr
K
−1

k ′ =0

pu

cr
+mTofdma +tb +nT pu −m′ Tofdm
−l ′ T pu )
pu

′

pu

=1 if

To counteract the spectral efﬁciency loss because of the sensing
time duration, no CP is used in the CR-OFDM symbol [If it is
considered that Δt′ < t, where Δt′ is the channel delay spread
between the CR transmitter and the CR receiver. The spectrum
sensing duration plays the role of the guard interval for the CR
system.]. A classical way to decode this kind of OFDM symbol is
to use a zero-padded OFDM model [17].
Then, the continuous baseband signal I(t) emitted by the CR
system, at time t, is given by (see (3))

ej2pk ((nT
′

pu

pu

′ cr

pu

cr

pk
(m+1)Ncp T +mT K −m Tofdm /Tofdm
Smcr′ (k ′ ) ej2

cr
Tofdm
[N
T pu

cr
+tb −l′ T pu )/Tofdm
)

(7)
cr
In the following, let us consider [The CR system can adjust Tofdm
cr
pu
pu
with an a priori knowledge of T .] that (Tofdm /T ) [ N. Then, (7)
can be rewritten as follows

where Smcr′ (k ′ ) is the emitted CR symbol, namely a PSK or QAM
symbol with a symbol duration T cr at the k′th subcarrier associated
to the m′th CR-OFDM symbol, m′∈{0, 1, …, M cr} and M cr is the
number of emitted CR-OFDM symbols. In addition, tb = to + t,
with to the time when the CR-OFDM frame begins,
cr
cr
+ t and Tofdm
= K cr T cr is the CR-OFDM symbol
T nbi = Tofdm
time duration. In addition, Smcr′ (k ′ ) = 0 if the spectrum sensing
decides that the k′th subcarrier is busy and fk′ is the baseband
frequency associated to the k′th subcarrier. At the PU receiver, the
CR signal after the propagation through the channel satisﬁes (see (4))

Zm′ (n) =

cr
L
−1

l′ =0

cr
K
−1

hcr
l′

k ′ =0

Smcr′ (k ′ ) ej2pk (nT
′

pu

/K cr T cr )

(8)

j2pk ′ (tb /K cr T cr ) j2pk ′ (−l ′ T pu /K cr T cr )

×e

e

For the sake of simplicity, let us remove the subscript m′. Finally, the
CR-NBI for the m′th CR-OFDM symbol can be expressed as
Z(n) =

cr
K
−1

k ′ =0

where hcr
l ′ are the coefﬁcients of the channel impulse response
between the CR transmitter and the PU receiver. In addition, hcr
l′
has a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with variance s2h′ = (1/Lcr )
for any l′∈{0, 1, …, L cr − 1}, where L cr = ⌊(Δt cr/T pu)⌋ is the
maximum length of the channel impulse response and Δt cr is the
channel delay spread.
Once again, to help the reader, the CR-system parameters are
summarised in the Table 1.

′
cr
pk ′ (tb /K cr T cr )
Smcr′ (k ′ ) ej2pk (n/aK ) ej2


F(k ′ )

cr
L
−1

l ′ =0

j2pk ′ (−l′ /aK cr )
hcr
l′ e


H cr (k ′ )

K
−1
cr

=

k ′ =0

=

cr
K
−1

k ′ =0

′

cr

Smcr′ (k ′ ) ej2p(k n/aK ) F(k ′ )H cr (k ′ )

H eq (k ′ )

′

cr

Smcr′ (k ′ ) ej2p(k n/aK ) H eq (k ′ )
(9)

2.3

About the received signal disturbed by a CR-NBI

where H cr(k′) and H eq(k′) represent the unknown channel frequency
response and the equivalent unknown channel frequency response
associated to the k′th subcarrier, respectively. In addition, Z(n)
exists only for n [ A, where

In this section, let us express the received signal at the PU receiver
which is sampled at the sampling frequency
fs =

1
T pu

t 
,
T pu
m=0

t 
n0 + (m + 1)aK cr + m pu
T

(5)

A=

Using (4), (5) and Table 1, the unknown downsampled CR-NBI
[CRs may likely use wide bands. However, because of the fault of
spectrum sensing, a CR-NBI is produced over some subcarriers
allocated to the PU.] produced by a fault of spectrum sensing

Im′ (t) =

Zm′ (t) =

⎧ cr
⎨ K−1
⎩

⎧ cr
−1
⎨ L
⎩

l ′ =0

k ′ =0

′ cr

Smcr′ (k ′ ) ej2p fk ′ (t−m Tofdm )

0

hcr
l′

M−1
 

n0 + maK cr + m

with M the number of CR-OFDM symbols that affect the mth
cr
for tb + m′ T nbi ≤ t , tb + m′ T nbi + Tofdm

(3)

otherwise
cr
K
−1

k ′ =0

′ cr

′ pu

Smcr′ (k ′ ) ej2p fk ′ (t−m Tofdm −l T

0
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)

cr
for tb + m′ T nbi ≤ t , tb + m′ T nbi + Tofdm

(4)

otherwise

3

Fig. 2 Discret time domain representation of the received signals

PU-OFDMA symbol
m [ {0, . . . , M − 1},

n0 =

pu
tb′ − mNcp T pu − mTofdma
T pu

tb′ is the time when the CR-NBI begins on the mth PU-OFDMA
symbol

t 
n0 + maK cr + m pu ≥ 0
T

3.1

and

t 
n0 + (m + 1)aK cr + m pu ≤ K pu − 1
T
See Fig. 2.
Then, the PU-OFDMA received signal is

R(n) =

f (n) + Z(n) + B(n)
f (n) + B(n)

if n [ A
otherwise

(10)


where f (n) = U
u=1 Ru (n) and B(n) is a zero-mean complex AWGN
with variance s2B .

3

Joint PU-CFO estimation and CR-NBI detection

In the following, the system is assumed to be time synchronised. In
addition, we consider that the propagation conditions do not change
over the PU-OFDMA symbols of the PU-OFDMA frame. Given the
above assumptions and using a preamble of only one OFDMA
symbol, our purpose is to make the SPKF-based estimations of the
PU-CFOs and channels less sensitive to CR-NBI. For this purpose,
we propose to detect the CR-NBI by using information provided
by SPKF.
Let us ﬁrst introduce the state vector of the system. It stores the
quantities to be estimated

 

x(n) = e(n)Re hpu (n) Im hpu (n)

T

x(n) = x(n − 1) ∀n

(12)

Then, let us deﬁne the observation column vector Y(n) that contains
both the real and the imaginary parts of R(n)
Y (n) =

A(n, x(n)) + G(n) + V (n)
A(n, x(n)) + V (n)

if n [ A
otherwise

Kalman ﬁltering in the non-Linear case

Given (12)and (13), a ﬁrst solution to estimate the channels and the
CFO could be based on the linearised recursive least squares (RLS).
When there is a model noise in (12), that is, when x(n) = x(n − 1) + w
(n) with w(n) a zero-mean white noise, a ﬁrst solution would be to
use a linearised RLS with a forgetting factor. Alternatives
approaches, would consist of the extended Kalman ﬁlter (EKF)
[19] based on the ﬁrst or second-order Taylor expansion of A(n, x
(n)) around the last available estimate of the state vector and the
iterative extended Kalman ﬁlter (IEKF) [20]. However the above
approaches require calculations of Jacobians or Hessians and are
more likely to diverge. Another solution could be to use a
quadrature Kalman ﬁlter (QKF) [21]. Even if it avoids the
linearisation step using the Gauss–Hermite numerical integration
rule, it suffers from the curse of dimensionality. Recently, the
cubature Kalman ﬁlter (CKF) has been proposed [22].
Nevertheless, its complexity increases signiﬁcantly with the state
dimension. For these reasons, we suggest using the SPKF, namely
the unscented Kalman ﬁlter or the central difference Kalman ﬁlter
to recursively estimate the state vector from the observations [23].
The PU-CFOs are accurately estimated by using SPKF provided
that the additive noise is white and Gaussian [12]. When there is a
CR-NBI, the additive-noise power changes much while the
variance of the measurement noise in the state space representation
of the system remains unchanged. As the state space representation
is far from being representative of reality, the performance of the
estimation algorithm decreases.
3.2

Estimation and detection algorithm

For the nth sample of (13) our approach operates in ﬁve steps:
(11)

It satisﬁes the following state equation



where A(n, x(n)) = [Re{f (n)}Im{f (n}]T, V(n) = [Re{B(n)}Im{B
(n)}]T is a white Gaussian noise vector with covariance matrix
(s2B /2)I 2 and Γ(n) = [Re{Z(n)}Im{Z(n)}]T is the zero-mean
Gaussian CR-NBI vector [The CR-NBI signal can be
approximated by a zero-mean Gaussian vector because of the large
number of subcarriers K cr [18]]. with covariance matrix (s2Z /2)I 2 .

(13)

1. Computing the so-called innovation 
Y (n|n − 1) = Y (n)−

Y (n|n − 1), the covariance matrix of which is P(n).
YY
2. Estimating the state vector x̂(n|n) by means of SPKF from the
observations {Y(0), Y(1), …, Y(n)}.
3. Deducing
the
a
posteriori
observation
estimation

Y (n|n) = A(n, 
x(n|n)) and calculating the energy of the
corresponding estimation error, namely ||
Y (n|n)||2 where

Y (n|n) = Y (n) − 
Y (n|n).
4. Testing whether there is a CR-NBI or not. Indeed, ||
Y (n|n)||2
increases much when the CR-NBI is present. This jump is
produced by a change of the variance from s2B to s2B + s2Z .
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5. If the CR-NBI is assumed to appear at the nth sample, the
estimated state vector x̂nu = x̂(n − 1|n − 1) at time n − 1 and its
covariance matrix P nu
x = P x (n − 1) are kept and stored. They will
be used as initial conditions for the channel and CFO estimation
once the CR-NBI is considered to have disappeared. Owing to
CR-NBI, the covariance matrix of the additive-measurement noise
in the state space representation of the system is no longer
representative of the situation. As a consequence, the estimation of
the state vector based on the SPKF becomes poor. This
phenomenon is used to detect the presence of the CR-NBI. In the
following, based on the estimation, we present various tests to
detect the CR-NBI.

3.2.1 First algorithm: the SPKF using BHT (SPKF-BHT):
The following binary hypothesis is used to determine when the
CR-NBI is present over the PU-OFDMA symbol. In the
assumption H0, the zero-mean Gaussian CR-NBI vector disturbs
the PU received signal whereas this is not the case in the
assumption H1


H0 :A(n, x(n)) + G(n) + V (n)
H1 :A(n, x(n)) + V (n)

To decide whether the CR-NBI is present or not, we propose to
use the upper control limit of the CUSUM test which is deﬁned by
%
&
Y (n|n)||2 − tr P(n)
C + (n) = max (0, C + (n − 1)) + ||
YY
= max (0, C + (n − 1)) + 
Y H (n|n)
Y (n|n)

(17)

− E{
Y H (n|n − 1)
Y (n|n − 1)}
Given (17) and ﬁxing a threshold, the CUSUM test makes it possible
to determine the beginning of the CR-NBI. However, it does not
provide information about the end of the CR-NBI.
Thus, we propose to look at the slope of the curve C +(n)

d(C + (n))
= C + (n) − C + (n − 1)
dn

(18)

Two cases can be considered.
1. C+(n − 1) > 0: If a CR-NBI is present over the nth sample of
PU-OFDMA symbol, one has
%
&
tr P(n) ≪ ||
Y (n|n)||2
YY

(14)

(19)

Then, the probability of false alarm can be deﬁned as follows
Given (17) and (18), this leads to
Pfa = P(||
Y (n|n)||2 . l(n)|H1 )
"
#
!
= 2P ||
Y (n|n)|| . l(n)|H1
"
#
!
= 2 1 − cdf ( l(n))

(15)

(20)

Otherwise, if the PU-OFDMA is not disturbed by the CR-NBI

where l(n) is a threshold at the nth sample set by the practitioner and
cdf(.) denotes the cumulative density function (CDF) of (.).
Using ||
Y (n|n)|| properties and the CDF of the Rayleigh
distribution
[R̃(n|n)
is
Gaussian
distributed,
hence
$
2
2
||
Y (n|n)|| = Re{R̃(n|n)} + Im{R̃(n|n)} is Rayleigh distributed.
−(l(n)/(tr{P (n)}))
√

Y
Y
Then cdf ( l(n)) = 1 − e
] we obtain
& 2
l(n) = tr P(n) ln
YY
Pfa

d(C + (n))
≃ ||
Y (n|n)||2
dn

%
&
tr P(n|n) ≃ ||
Y (n|n)||2
YY

(21)

%
&
d(C + (n))
= ||
Y (n|n)||2 − tr P(n) ≃ 0
Y
Y
dn

(22)

hence

%

(16)

If ||
Y (n|n)||2 ≤ l(n), we deduce that there is no CR-NBI. Then, if

||Y (n|n)||2 . l(n), it is assumed that the CR-NBI is present at the
nth sample.

3.2.2 Second algorithm: the SPKF using CUSUM test
(SPKF-BHT): If the CR-NBI probability of detection
Y (n|n)||2 . l(n)|H0 ) increases, the PU probability of
Pdcr = P(||
Y (n|n)||2 , l(n)|H1 ) decreases.
detection denoted by Pdpu = P(||
Therefore there are less samples available to estimate the CFOs,
which can lead to poor estimation performance. The PU
probability of detection Pdpu determines the received-signal samples
that are not affected by the CR-NBI and that are kept for the
recursive estimations of the CFO and the channels. To increase the
probability of detection Pdpu , a change detection algorithm known
as the CUSUM test [24] is also proposed to be combined with the
SPKF. The CUSUM test is an accumulative sum of a data
sequence. It aims at detecting when the energy of a realisation of a
random signal is higher than its energy in the mean. It should be
noted that it has been used in various applications such as
information sciences [25] and biomedicine [26].
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2. C+(n − 1) ≤ 0: If we assume that there is a CR-NBI over the nth
sample of PU-OFDMA symbol, and given (17)–(19), this leads to
the following equality

d(C + (n))
Y (n|n)||2
= ||
Y (n|n)||2 − C + (n − 1) . ||
dn

(23)

Otherwise if there is no CR-NBI distortion, given (17), (18) and
(21) one has
%
&
d(C + (n))
= ||
Y (n|n)||2 − tr P(n) + C + (n − 1)
YY
dn

(24)

≃ C + (n − 1)
Comparing ((δ(C +(n)))/δn) to a threshold has the advantage of
determining when the PU-OFDMA symbol is no longer disturbed
by the CR-NBI. More particularly, as long as ((δ(C +(n)))/δn) is
higher than the threshold, we conclude that there is a CR-NBI
over the nth sample of the PU-OFDMA symbol.
Concerning the choice of the threshold, we ﬁrst propose the one
deﬁned in (16).

5

3.2.3 How to improve the CR-NBI detection?: In this section,
the goal is to reduce the gap between the CR-NBI probability of
detection Pdcr and the PU probability of detection Pdpu , to obtain
‘better’ estimation performance when using the SPKF-BHT and
the SPKF-CT.
||
Y (n|n)||2 is sometimes lower than the threshold in the interval A.
In addition, the values of ||
Y (n|n)||2 may sometimes exceed the
threshold outside A. To improve the CR-NBI and the PU
detections when using the BHT, we suggest taking into account
several samples of ||
Y (n|n)||2 . Therefore we propose to deﬁne a
new value ||
Y mean (p)||2 as follows
b(p+1)−1
1 
||
Y mean (p)||2 =
||
Y (q|q)||2
b q=bp

K
−1
1
||
Y (q|q)||2
K pu − bP q=bP
pu

(26)

If the value of ||
Y mean (p)||2 is higher than the threshold, it is
considered that the CR-NBI disturbs those samples.
Based on the same idea to improve the detection performance
when' using the ( CUSUM test, we suggest keeping only
P − P − (K pu /b) (i.e P or P + 1) samples as follows
+
(P) = C + (bP − 1)
Cmean

(27)

+
(0) = C + (0) and if (K pu /b)  Z
with P [ {1, . . . , P − 1}, Cmean
+
+
pu
then Cmean (P) = C (K − 1). When
+
d(Cmean
(P)) C + (P) − C + (P − 1)
=
dp
b

is higher than the threshold, we conclude that there is a CR-NBI
affecting those samples.
The value of β must be chosen so that the algorithm improves the
CR-NBI detection and at the same time maintains a minimum
number of samples to estimate CFO.
In the next section, simulation results show the importance of our
algorithms and their improvements to jointly detect the CR-NBI and
estimate the PU-CFOs as well as the channels.

Simulation protocol

A PU-OFDMA WirelessMAN™system composed of U = 4 users
subcarriers
and
with
a
CP
sharing
K pu = 512
Ncp = (K pu /32) ≥ maxu (Lpu
u ) is considered. The frequency carrier
is fc = 2.6 GHz and the available bandwith is W pu = 5 MHz, that is,
pu
= 102.4 ms. In addition, a CR-OFDM
T pu = 0.2 μs and Tofdma
system is considered with an available bandwidth W cr = 20 MHz
divided among K cr = 1024 subcarriers, that is, T cr = 0.05 μs and
cr
= 51.2 ms. The sensing time duration is set to
Tofdm
pu
t = 0.5Tofdma
= 51.2 ms. Then, the number of CR-OFDM symbols
that affects the PU-OFDMA symbol is M ≤ 2, M = 1 if the
CR-NBI begins during the PU-OFDMA symbol or M = 2 if the
CR-NBI begins before the PU-OFDMA symbol. In both cases,
the percentage of duration in time of the CR-NBI on the
PU-OFDMA symbol is

g=

pu
Tofdma
−t
= 0.5
pu
Tofdma

The CR-NBI is assumed to affect K nbi = 40 subcarriers of the
PU-OFDMA system bandwidth. We suppose a transmission over a
Rayleigh channel composed of Lpu
u = 7 multipaths ∀u. 3000
Montecarlo realisations are performed.
Deﬁning s2s = E{|Ru (n)|2 } as the average power of the received
signal, let us now introduce the signal-to-interference-ratio
and
the
expressed
in
dB
as
SIR= 10 log (s2s /s2Z )
signal-to-noise-ratio expressed in dB as SNR= 10 log (s2s /s2B ). For
very low values of the SIR, as ||
Y (n)||2 ≫ 0 during the CR-NBI
presence, its detection can be easy. In addition for high values of
the SIR, that is,SIR > 0 dB, the difference between s2B and
(s2B + s2Z ) may be negligible and does not affect the Kalman ﬁlter
estimation performance. Therefore we study the case when SIR =
−10 dB.
The CR-NBI can begin anywhere in the PU-OFDMA received
symbol. For comparison reasons with [8], the CR-NBI is supposed
to affect only the subcarriers assigned to one PU.
4.2

Fig. 3 PU detection, SNR = 0 dB, SIR = −10 dB, Pfa = 0.05 and γ = 0.5

Simulation results

This section presents computer simulations to validate the
performance of the proposed estimators. Firstly, the simulation
protocol is presented. Secondly, simulations present how to choose
the parameter β presented in Section 3.2.3. Finally, the last section
shows a comparative study in terms of CFO estimation with
already existing estimators [8], the inﬂuence of CR-NBI power on
the CFO estimation performance and the channel estimation
performance.
4.1

(25)

'
(
where p [ {0, . . . , P − 1} and P = K pu /b .
pu
pu
pu
When (K /β)≠⌊(K /β)⌋, that is, (K /b)  Z, the last sample of
the new value is
||
Y mean (P)||2 =

4

How to select β?

This section presents how to select the optimal value of β, which is
the parameter presented in Section 3.2.3, to reduce the gap between
the CR-NBI probability of detection Pdcr and the PU probability of
detection Pdpu .
First, we show the impact of β on the CFO estimation
performance. The SNR is set to 0 dB and the Pfa is 0.05.
When β increases, the CR-NBI probability of detection increases
for both algorithms and the CFO estimation should normally be
improved. However, when looking at Fig. 3 we can note that the
PU probability of detection Pdpu does not increase with the value of
β as the CR-NBI probability of detection Pdcr . After β = 3 the
values of PU probability of detection Pdpu for the SPKF-BHT and
SPKF-CT becomes opposite to each other. Then, we can note that
for both proposed algorithms there are optimal values of β in
terms of PU probability of detection Pdpu and CR-NBI probability
of detection Pdcr . Table 2 shows that the duration of the CR-NBI
over the PU-OFDMA symbol does not change the inﬂuence of β
in the algorithm. It provides the minimum mean square error
(MMSE) of the CFO estimation for different values of β and
IET Commun., pp. 1–8
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Table 2 SPKF-BHT and SPKF-CT CFO estimation performance for different values ofγ andβ, Pfa = 0.05
SNR = 0 dB SIR = −10 dB
SPKF-BHT
γ
improvement

β=1
β=2
β=3
β=4
β=5
β=6
β=7
β=8

0.47060
1.124 × 10−3
8.517 × 10−4
7.949 × 10−4
5.735 × 10−4
5.962 × 10−4
5.678 × 10−4
6.814 × 10−4
7.382 × 10−4

0.5333
1.257 × 10−3
9.526 × 10−4
8.891 × 10−4
6.414 × 10−4
6.668 × 10−4
6.350 × 10−4
7.621 × 10−4
8.256 × 10−4

duration in time of the CR-NBI over the PU-OFDMA symbol. From
Fig. 3, and Table 2 we can conclude that for different durations of the
CR-NBI over the symbol, the better performance in terms of CFO
estimation are obtained for values of β between 4 and 6 for the
SPKF-BHT. In addition, the optimal value of β is between 2 and 3
for the SPKF-CT.
It is also necessary to determine a value of the Pfa to set the value
of the thereshold l(n). Figs. 4 and 5 show the impact of the Pfa on the
proposed algorithms. In Fig. 4, we look at the CR-NBI probability of
detection. Like the previous tests, better performance are obtained
when the BHT is used. When β = 1 and Pfa = 0.05, the CR-NBI

SPKF-CT
0.6154
2.103 × 10−3
1.593 × 10−3
1.487 × 10−3
1.073 × 10−3
1.115 × 10−3
1.062 × 10−3
1.274 × 10−3
1.381 × 10−3

0.47060
1.569 × 10−3
7.471 × 10−4
8.218 × 10−4
1.494 × 10−3
1.644 × 10−3
1.718 × 10−3
1.793 × 10−3
1.868 × 10−3

0.5333
1.755 × 10−3
8.356 × 10−4
9.191 × 10−4
1.671 × 10−3
1.838 × 10−3
1.922 × 10−3
2.005 × 10−3
2.089 × 10−3

0.6154
2.934 × 10−3
1.397 × 10−3
1.537 × 10−3
2.795 × 10−3
3.074 × 10−3
3.214 × 10−3
3.353 × 10−3
3.493 × 10−3

probability of detection for the SPKF-BHT is higher than the
CR-NBI probability of detection for the SPKF-CT. The difference
is around 0.08. In addition, when Pfa = 0.05, the CR-NBI
probability of detection for the SPKF-BHT β = 6 is higher than the
CR-NBI probability of detection for SPKF-CT β = 2. The
difference is around 0.15. Again, it can be seen that the detection
is improved when using β≠1; it conﬁrms the results in Table 2.
Fig. 5 shows the detection performance in terms of PU probability
of detection. As we state in Section 3.2.2, better detection
performance are obtained with the CUSUM test.
It should be noted that the choice of an appropriate Pfa is a key
point in the development of the algorithms.
4.3 Comparative study, inﬂuence of the SIR value and
channel estimation
Fig. 6 shows the CFO estimation performance in terms of MMSE.
The CR-NBI disturbs half of the PU-OFDMA symbol (γ = 0.5).
In comparison with the modiﬁed maximum likelihood estimator
proposed in [8], when using the β = 1 SPKF-CT an improvement
of 2 dB is obtained and 7 dB of improvement is obtained by using
the SPKF-BHT using β = 6, for an MMSE of 10−3. We clearly see
that the SPKF-BHT β = 6 is closer to the Cramer–Rao Bound
(CRB) [27].
Table 3 shows the MMSE of different values of SIR. Our
algorithms in this paper are not affected by the power of the

Fig. 4 CR-NBI detection, SNR = 0 dB, SIR = −10 dB and γ = 0.5

Fig. 6

CFO estimation performance, SIR = −10 dB, Pfa = 0.05 and γ = 0.5

Table 3 CFO estimation performance, SNR = 0 dB,Pfa = 0.05 andγ = 0.5
MMSE

Fig. 5 PU detection, SNR = 0 dB, SIR = −10 dB and γ = 0.5
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SIR
SPKF
SPKF-CT
SPKF-BT
SPKF-CT
SPKF-BT

β=1
β=1
β=2
β=6

−30 dB
0.43520

−20 dB
−10 dB
0.08150
3.557 × 10−3
2.8500 × 10−3
1.2670 × 10−3
8.217 × 10−4
3.958 × 10−4

0 dB
1.72 × 10−3

7

6

Fig. 7 Channel estimation performance, SIR = −10 dB, Pfa = 0.05 and γ =
0.5

CR-NBI. The proposed estimators achieve ‘accurate’ channel
estimation. This is conﬁrmed by Fig. 7 which shows the channel
estimation performance of the algorithm. We can see a gain of 6 dB
between the SPKF-CT using β = 1 and the SPKF-BHT using β = 6.
We can see that the SPKF-BHT β = 6 are close to the CRB [27].

5

Conclusions

This paper deals with a more robust way to estimate both the CFOs
and the channels of different users in a PU-OFDMA system affected
by a localised interference in time.
By combining a SPKF and a classical test detection, the innovation
of the SPKF is used to detect a change in the measurement noise
covariance matrix, and hence to determine the presence of a
CR-NBI. Two tests are proposed: a BHT and a CUSUM test. When
using the BHT, better performance are obtained in terms of the
CR-NBI probability of detection. However, when using the
CUSUM, better performance in terms of PU probability of detection
are obtained.
To reduce the gap between the CR-NBI probability of detection
Pdcr and the PU probability of detection Pdpu , a technique is then
proposed. It aims at improving both probabilities of detection by
looking at the evolution of the a posteriori observation estimation
error.
The proposed algorithms are implemented at the BS. Therefore the
amount of modiﬁcations to the PU system to co-exists with the CR
system is not relevant.
The estimation results of the CFO and the channel in presence of a
CR-NBI outperform the ones obtained in [8]. In addition, the
computational complexity of the method proposed in [8] is higher
due the exhaustive grid search used over the possible values of the
CFO. The proposed algorithms are sensitive to the time duration
of the CR-NBI, we are currently studying the proposed tests with
the EKF, IEKF, QKF and CKF.
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